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Woodland Sampler
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Tiny Modernist

 

Give a festive atmosphere to your home, in the run-up to the festive season. This cute little cross stitch piece, with
a Christmassy feel, is quick and easy to stitch and full of charm.

 

The forest scene features a log cabin deep in the trees, deers with large antlers facing each other, squirrels picking
up acorns, a roaming fox, two baby deer still fragile on their legs. In the distance you can peak between the trees at
the mountains and stars.

 

The chart is only worked in cross stitch in solid color blocks and could be completed by a beginner cross stitcher.

>> see all charts suitable for beginner cross-stitchers

 

It can be hung as a banner, maybe on a simple branch for a rustic feel, and completed at the top and bottom with a
strip of fabric. It can also be mounted in the center of a cushion. In any case, find a matching fabric with red, green
and brown tones, maybe a checked one.

Cross stitch pattern designed by Tiny Modernist.

>> see more patterns by Tiny Modernist
 

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Woodland Sampler

Chart size in stitches: 77 x 103 (wide x high)

Needlework fabric: Aida, Linen or Evenweave, white

>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

Stitches: Cross stitch

Chart: Color

Threads: DMC or Anchor

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/tiny-modernist-woodland-sampler-cross-stitch-xml-214_228-3624.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/cross-stitch-charts-beginners-xsl-501.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=3624&w=77&h=103


Number of colors: 6

Themes: deer, squirrel, fox, log-cabin, house in the woods, forest

 

>> see all Woodland animal patterns (all designers)

 

>> see all Christmas and Holiday patterns (all designers)

 

 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Price in £ or €: select a currency in top right section of this page.

Link to the product

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/woodlands-animals-cross-stitch-patterns-xsl-207_530.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/celebrations-holidays-seasons-xmas-holiday-season-xsl-214_228.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/tiny-modernist-woodland-sampler-cross-stitch-xml-214_228-3624.html

